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COMMUNICATION

Self-organized supramolecular motor: A limit-cycle self-oscillatory motion of a macroscopic self-assembly was realized. The assembly permanently flips under continuous blue-light irradiation. Mechanical self-oscillation showing a spatio-temporal pattern is established by successively alternating photoisomerization processes and multistable phase transitions.
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Abstract: Building a bottom-up supramolecular system to perform continuously autonomous motions will pave the way for the next generation of biomimetic mechanical systems. In biological systems, hierarchical molecular synchronization underlies the generation of spatio-temporal patterns with dissipative structures. However, it remains difficult to build such self-organized working objects via artificial techniques. Here, we show the first example of a square-wave limit-cycle self-oscillatory motion of a noncovalent assembly of oleic acid and an azobenzene derivative. The assembly steadily flips under continuous blue-light irradiation. Mechanical self-oscillation is established by successively alternating photoisomerization processes and multistable phase transitions. These results offer a fundamental strategy for creating a supramolecular motor that works progressively under the operation of molecule-based machines.

There is considerable interest in macroscopically active materials and molecular robots generated by the incorporation of functional molecules. A key milestone in the mimicry of biological processes is the development of dissipative dynamics that show continuous and macroscopically patterned motions with dissipation of supplied energy via self-organization, but without the motion being trapped in a potential minimum. A typical phenomenon is self-oscillation, in which spatio-temporally patterned dynamics under the steady, but far-from-equilibrium, condition are generated by cooperative interactions within the system. To date, oscillatory working polymer gels have been realized by using the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction. We aim to develop autonomous, artificial, and supramolecular motions in an open system mimicking stimulus-responsive biological systems. For this reason, we prefer to construct the dissipative motions of macroscopic supermolecules triggered by small functional molecules, or so-called molecular machines.

Azobenzenes have frequently been employed in the creation of photomechanically working objects and patterned dynamics. Azobenzene is isomerized from the trans to cis form by ultraviolet (UV) irradiation. Reverse isomerization is achieved through a thermal process or blue-light irradiation. This photoisomerization alters the volume of azobenzene and the orientation of the transition dipole moment. Repeatable macroscopic dynamics of azobenzene-containing materials have been realized by altering the wavelength of applied light or by coupling photo and thermal processes.

On the other hand, because blue light can induce trans-to-cis isomerization, repeated trans-to-cis and cis-to-trans photoisomerization events occur stochastically under blue-light irradiation. This property has been applied to create continuous working objects under photostationary-state (PSS) conditions. Credi demonstrated the repetitive unidirectional transit of a macrocycle of azobenzene-pseudorotaxane in solution under the PSS condition, in the absence of macroscopically synchronized transient dynamics. In contrast to an isotropic
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solution, repeated photoisomerization under polarized blue light results in a molecular ordering of azobenzene in condensed materials. Two-dimensional patterns have been formed on azobenzene-containing substrate surfaces\(^{12}\) or amphiphilic azobenzene monolayer membranes.\(^{13}\) Photo-driven oscillatory flipping of an azobenzene-polymer film could be produced by adjusting the direction of the incident polarized blue light, such that two sides of a film receive incident light alternatively owing to its flipping motion.\(^{11}\) Here, employing an entirely novel strategy, we achieved periodic flipping motions of azobenzene-containing noncovalent self-assemblies presented in aqueous dispersion in a dissipative and autonomous manner under continuous irradiation of nonpolarized blue light.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2.** (a) Schematic illustration of the molecular structures of 1 and 2, and the photoisomerization reaction of 1. (b) UV-Vis absorption spectra of 1-trans and 1-cis in methanol. The absorption coefficient \((\varepsilon)\) of 1-cis was calculated from UV-Vis absorption spectra of a mixed solution of 1-trans and 1-cis, and from HPLC analysis of the mixed solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_{\text{trans}}/\text{M}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1})</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_{\text{cis}}/\text{M}^{-1}\text{cm}^{-1})</th>
<th>trans-cis ratio in PSS(^{10})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>435</td>
<td>1.44×10(^2)</td>
<td>2.8×10(^1)</td>
<td>72 : 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>455</td>
<td>1.10×10(^2)</td>
<td>2.7×10(^1)</td>
<td>76 : 24 [^{15}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>0.75×10(^2)</td>
<td>2.0×10(^1)</td>
<td>78 : 22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[^{[a]}\] Values calculated from UV-Vis absorption spectra of a mixed solution of 1-trans and 1-cis, and from HPLC analysis of the mixed solution. \[^{[b]}\] Values obtained from HPLC analysis of a 0.372-mM methanolic solution of 1 under PSS. Quantum yields of trans-to-cis and cis-to-trans at 435 nm were 0.48 ± 0.02 and 0.59 ± 0.03, respectively, with the same values being obtained at 470 nm. Experimental details are described in SI. \[^{[c]}\] Using a handheld LED lamp as a light source, the ratio was 75:25, as shown in Figure 4d.

A mixed dispersion of an amphiphilic azobenzene (6-[4-(4-n-butylphenylazo)phenoxyl]hexanoic acid, 1) and sodium oleate (2) in a 4.6 molar ratio in phosphate-buffered solution (pH 7.5, 75 mM) was refrigerated (4 °C) for several days and allowed to form thin crystalline assemblies (Figure 2a). UV-Vis absorption spectra and photoisomerization properties of the trans- and cis-isomers of 1 in methanol are shown in Figure 2b and Table 1. An in-situ small-angle X-ray diffraction (SAXRD) experiment indicated that the d-spacing of the assemblies in the aqueous dispersion was 4.6 nm (\(q = 1.37 \text{ nm}^{-1}\)) (Figure 3a).\(^{15}\) Based on data from high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis with UV-Vis and evaporative light scattering (ELS) detectors (Figure 4a), we determined that the assembly is in a 6:4 molar ratio of 1 to 2. The d-spacing value and composition ratio remained constant when the preparation was made with a 2:8 or 1:9 molar ratio mixture of 1 and 2, indicating that the assembly was stoichiometrically uniform.\(^{16}\) Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) microspectrometry yielded a strong peak at 1706 cm\(^{-1}\), which we assigned to the stretching mode of the hydrogen-bonded carboxyl groups (Figure S1 in SI). These results suggest that this crystalline assembly has a lamellar structure, in sharp contrast to our previously obtained photo-driven soft liquid crystals composed of 1 and 2.\(^{5,17}\) Using a differential interference contrast (DIC) microscope equipped with a high-pressure mercury lamp in its fluorescent unit, we found an oscillatory bending-unbending motion of the crystalline assembly of around 1 μm in thickness under nonpolarized 435-nm light irradiation (Figure 1, and Movie S1 in SI). The frequency of the motion increased with increasing light intensity. A similar oscillation was observed under 470-nm light irradiation, but the assembly collapsed under 365-nm light irradiation.\(^{18}\)

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** In-situ SAXRD fringe images and profiles of assemblies measured (a) under the dark condition, and (b) under continuous 455-nm light irradiation.
Figure 5a shows the time profile of oscillation for our plate-like crystalline assembly captured by a high-speed camera (1000 fps) under 435-nm light irradiation (Movie S2 in SI). The oscillation cycle consisted of four steps: sluggish bending of the flat assembly (S1), rapid morphological change of the assembly to a bent form (S2), sluggish unbending of the assembly (S3), and rapid return to the original morphology (S4). The time span of each step S\textsubscript{n} is presented in the form t\textsubscript{n}. The displacement magnitude for each step remained constant with changes in the power of incident light. The oscillatory frequency and values of 1/τ\textsubscript{1} and 1/τ\textsubscript{3} increased with increasing light intensity, whereas each value of τ\textsubscript{2} and τ\textsubscript{4} for the assembly remained constant at 3 ± 1 ms (Figure S3 in SI).

Self-oscillatory motion was generally observed in thin plate-like crystals of various shapes under continuous 435-nm light irradiation in a four-step manner\textsuperscript{19} (Figure 5b). The magnitude of displacement and time (t) for each step differed from those of the assembly in Figure 5a. However, similarly to the time profile in Figure 5a, both 1/τ\textsubscript{1} and 1/τ\textsubscript{3} increased with increasing light intensity (slopes in Figure 5d are 1), whereas τ\textsubscript{2} and τ\textsubscript{4} remained constant when the irradiation intensity was changed. These results indicate that S1 and S3 are one-photon processes. In contrast, the motions of S2 and S4 are not directly induced by individual photons, but by the intrinsic structures of the assemblies.

The in-situ SAXRD profile of crystalline assemblies in aqueous dispersion was measured under 455-nm light irradiation with a handheld LED lamp (λ span = 445–485 nm) (Figure 3b). Because the exposure time (60 min) far exceeded the oscillation cycle period, the structures of the S1 and S3 states could both be detected. Two peaks appeared, one of which was assigned to the original crystalline phase (d = 4.6 nm). The other peak (d = 4.0 nm, q = 1.59 nm\textsuperscript{-1}), which developed de novo under blue-light irradiation, represented the other polymorphic phase of a bistable crystal under irradiation. This crystalline sample showed self-oscillatory motion under 435-nm light irradiation, both before and after the SAXRD measurement.

The HPLC experiment revealed that the percentages of 1-trans and 1-cis in the synthesized crystalline assembly were 99.8% and 0.2%, respectively, in the dark (Figure 4b). In a methanolic solution, the steady-state ratio of 1-trans to 1-cis under continuous 455-nm light irradiation with the handheld LED was 75.25 (Figure 4d). Under the same light-irradiation condition, the ratio in the crystalline assemblies was 96.5:3.5, which is the average ratio of 1-trans and 1-cis while the crystals are oscillating (Figure 4c). One reason for the difference in ratios between the methanolic solution and crystalline assemblies is that the regular packing of molecules in the crystal inhibits cis-isomer formation (as discussed in depth elsewhere).\textsuperscript{20} The strength of the inhibition differs across two distinguishable polymorphic phases, owing to the difference in the molecular packing of the phase.

In methanolic solution, ratios of the absorption coefficients of 1-trans to 1-cis were larger at 435 nm than at 470 nm, whereas the quantum yields of photoisomerization were equivalent (see Table 1). Assuming that the relationships of 1 and 2 remain as they are in the crystalline phase, the kinetic ratio of the trans-to-cis to cis-to-trans isomerization should be larger under 435- than under 470-nm light. Figure 5c shows the time profile of the same assembly as shown in Figure 5b, but under 470-nm light irradiation.\textsuperscript{21} The increased τ\textsubscript{1} to τ\textsubscript{2} ratio under 470-nm light irradiation indicates that there is a net trans-to-cis isomerization in S1 and, conversely, a net cis-to-trans isomerization in S3. This switching process is discussed in detail in SI.

The self-oscillation dynamics can be summarized as follows (Figure 5e). In S1, the photoreaction increases the population of cis-isomer. However, due to instability of the original phase with increased cis-isomer levels, the morphology of the crystalline assembly changes in S2. Subsequently, the photoreaction decreases the population of cis-isomer in S3. This decrease likely is due to a change in the photoisomerization quantum yield, owing to the molecular arrangement in the new polymorphic phase. Alternatively, the cis-isomer decrease might be due to an increase in the absorption cross-section ratio of cis-compared to trans-isomer in the new polymorphic phase. When the trans-isomer fraction reaches a threshold, the assembly returns to its original morphology because of the stability of the original crystalline phase, which is characterized by a small portion of cis-isomer, in S4. By repeating this cycle, the crystalline assembly shows square-wave periodic self-oscillation with a constant amplitude and light intensity-dependent frequency.
Figure 5. Time profiles of self-oscillations. Each intensity on the vertical axis was determined from the brightness change of a region of the assembly recorded by the microscope (20× objective lens) and normalized using the two extreme values. (a) Time profile of self-oscillation of a crystalline assembly under various intensities of incident light (Movie S2 in SI). (b, c) Time profiles of self-oscillations of another crystalline assembly under (b) 435-nm light and (c) 470-nm light. (d) Frequency and time spans of S1 and S3 as a function of intensity of 435-nm light for the crystalline assembly in (b). Slopes indicate that S1 and S3 are one-photon processes. (e) Schematic illustration of each step of the self-oscillatory motion.

The macroscopic self-oscillation reported here is a type of autonomous limit-cycle oscillation that shows repeated flips in a steady manner under continuous photoirradiation. Oscillation parameters, such as amplitude and frequency, depend on the properties (e.g., thickness) of individual assemblies (Movie S3 in SI). Previously reported photo-driven oscillators have been intrinsically limited in their flipping direction by the orientation and polarization of the external light source. By contrast, the self-oscillation presented here is realized by an autonomous combination of a change of photoisomerization efficiency and phase transitions of the molecular assembly. This bistable switching mechanism may be widely and universally applicable for producing macroscopic molecular motors that function in temporally multimodal frequencies with spatially organized motions by arranging the shapes and components of the assemblies. As shown in Movie S4 in SI, a frog-kick motion of a waving ribbon composed of 1, 2, and stearic acid was realized. Moreover, because the bistability switching reaction is not limited to photoisomerization, this mechanism has potential utility for the creation of autonomous motors triggered by a wide range of chemical machines. The importance of this study lies in the realization of macroscopic self-oscillation by the repeated reversible reaction of a molecular machine with the cooperative transformation of a molecular assembly. These results provide a fundamental strategy for constructing dynamic self-organizations in supramolecular systems to achieve bioinspired molecular systems.

Experimental Section
Materials

Sodium oleate (extra-pure grade, 2) was purchased from Junsei Chemical and used without further purification. The azobenzene derivative (6-[4-(4-n-butylphenylazo)phenoxyl]hexanoic acid, 1) was used after synthesis by a method described previously.[9]

General method for preparation of the crystalline self-assembly

A mixed solution of CuCl and MeOH (1:1 volume ratio) containing 1 and 2 (4:6 molar ratio) was dispensed in a glass vial. Solvent was evaporated in vacuo to obtain an amorphous mixture of 1 (0.64 mg, 1.7 μmol) and 2 (0.80 mg, 2.6 μmol). To the amorphous mixture was added 0.25 mL of an aqueous solution of NaOH (1.7 μmol), followed by 0.25 mL of phosphate buffered water (pH 7.5, 150 mM). Substrates were ultrasonicated for 30 min to obtain a pale yellow dispersion. The dispersion was placed on a glass slide, sealed with a frame-seal (17 × 28 mm) incubation chamber (Bio-Rad), and refrigerated (4 °C) for 3 days. Motion was then observed under a microscope. For spectrometric, HPLC, and SAXRD analyses, a crystalline assembly sample was prepared from the dispersion, as described in detail below.

Observation and analysis of macroscopic motion under light irradiation

For microscopic observation, a DIC microscope (Nikon, TE2000) was used, which was equipped with a mercury lamp epi-fluorescence unit and filter units (UV-1A for 365-nm, BV-1A for 435-nm, and B-2A for 470-nm irradiation). The bandwidths of the filter units were 10 nm for UV-1A and 40 nm for B-2A. Objective lenses of Nikon Plan Fluor ELWD 20× (NA 0.45) and Nikon Plan Fluor ELWD 40× (NA 0.60) were used. To reduce the incident light intensity, 1/4 and 1/8 neutral density (ND) filters were attached to the TE2000 system. Powers of the 435-nm light when using a 20× objective lens with no ND filters, the 1/4 ND filter, the 1/8 ND filter, and both filters were measured as 26.4, 6.25, 3.18, and 0.76 mW/cm², respectively, by a power meter (Sanwa, LP1 Mobiken). Powers obtained with 470-nm light were 0.59 times smaller than those with 435-nm light. One charge-coupled device camera (Sentech STC-TC152USB) was used to take movies, and another (Ditect, HAS-220) was used to observe the measured absorption spectra and HPLC data.

In-situ SAXRD measurement

After the supernatant of the dispersion was removed, the concentrated dispersion was placed into a glass capillary (1-mm diameter, Hilgenberg GmbH), which was placed in the SAXRD apparatus (Rigaku, Nano-viewer IP). Fringes were recorded for 60 min of exposure. To record the fringes under blue-light irradiation, light from a handheld LED lamp (Optocode, LED-455P) was focused on the sample by using a lens. The bandwidth of the lamp is about 35 nm.

HPLC for composition analysis of the assembly

All experiments were carried out under a red lamp in a dark room by using an HPLC system (JASCO, LC2000i) that was equipped with an octadecysilane column (Nacalai Tesque, Cosmosil 5C18-AR-II), UV detector (JASCO, UV2075), and ELSD detector (Agilent, 1260ELSD). The eluent was a 9:1 mixed solution of methanol and 0.05% (v/v) TFA solution. A methanolic solution of 1 (0.372 mM) was irradiated by 435-, 455-, and 470-nm light with a 150-W Xe lamp in a spectrofluorometer (JASCO FP-8300, bandwidth = 5 nm) to prepare different ratios of trans and cis-isomers. Ratios of trans- and cis-isomers were measured by HPLC (monitored at 412 nm, an isosbestic point of 1-trans and 1-cis). The molar absorption coefficient of 1-cis was calculated from the measured absorption spectra and HPLC data.

Measurement and calculation of photochemical properties of 1 in methanolic solution

All experiments were carried out in a dark room. Methanolic solutions of 1 (0.0294 and 0.744 mM) kept in the dark were analyzed by a UV-Vis spectrometer (JASCO V650) to determine the absorption spectrum of 1-trans. A methanolic solution of 1 (0.372 mM) was irradiated by 435-, 455-, and 470-nm light with a 150-W Xe lamp in a spectrofluorometer (JASCO FP-8300, bandwidth = 5 nm) to prepare different ratios of trans and cis under each PSS. The same spectrometer was used to obtain the absorption spectra of the solutions. Ratios of trans- and cis-isomers were measured by HPLC (monitored at 412 nm, an isosbestic point of 1-trans and 1-cis). The molar absorption coefficient of 1-cis was calculated from the measured absorption spectra and HPLC data.
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[15] Wide-range XRD profile of the crystalline assembly is shown in Figure S2 in SI.

[16] After drying, the hydrated crystalline assembly was transformed into the other phase under ambient atmosphere. Therefore, X-ray single-crystal analysis was not able to be carried out successfully.


[18] Self-oscillatory motion was also observed under focused light from the 455-nm handheld LED lamp. Dehydrated crystalline assemblies did not show any motion under 435-, 455-, or 470-nm light irradiation.

[19] Most of the thin plate-like crystals showed self-oscillation in a four-step manner. On the other hand, some crystals having large areas or complex structures showed multistep oscillation.


[21] Under 470-nm light, S1 and S3 were also one-photon processes, as shown in Figure S4 in SI.

[22] Self-oscillatory motion was observed regularly in the thin-plate crystalline assemblies of 1 and 2. Some crystalline assemblies composed of 1 and other fatty acids, such as stearic acid and palmitoleic acid, showed various self-oscillatory motions, such as waving, rowing, and blowing motions. In our study, no macroscopic oscillations were observed in crystals of 1 without fatty acids. Detailed studies of these processes are ongoing.